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Dodge Journey owners have reported 9 problems related to transmission failure under the
power train category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of Dodge Journey based on all problems reported for the
Journey. My wife was driving our Dodge Journey our pf the driveway. She drove 2 blocks when
the car suddenly lost acceleration and became jerky when shifting. Engine light went on without
warning so she immediately turned the car off. She restarted and managed to get it in reverse to
try to pull over to the curb but the car jerked forward while in reverse. We towed it to our Dodge
dealership and had it diagnosed. Was told that our hydraulic pump failed causing irreparable
damage to our transmission. We were told we needed to replace our entire transmission. We
have only had the car for 2 years and there is only miles on it. Discovered that there was a recall
for faulty hydraulic pumps causing transmission failure s44 but was told that it doesn't apply to
our vehicle. Sounds very suspect. Transmissions are not supposed to fail after just 3 years.
Seems to be a recurrent issue with this make, model and year. We still owe a lot of money on
the car so we cannot scrap or trade it. Not getting much help from customer service despite all
of the similarities with the prior recall. Maybe forced to pay thousands for this repair. Warranty
just expired at miles which would have covered the power train. This issue has been a perfect
storm. I wish my family could get some help. See all problems of the Dodge Journey. Tl the
contact owns a Dodge Journey. While starting the vehicle, the gear shifter was placed in drive;
however, the vehicle failed to move and the check engine indicator illuminated. The vehicle was
towed to an independent mechanic who stated that there was an unknown transmission failure.
The dealer and manufacturer were not contacted. The vehicle was not repaired. The VIN was
unknown. The failure mileage was , While the vehicle was stationary, the transmission failed.
The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic. The dealer desert automotives, e anderson
rd, sierra vista, az , was contacted and diagnosed that the transmission was faulty. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was approximately 68, The
transmission is failing to shift. It shifts extremely hard and the reverse takes a few minutes to
kick in or it doesn't work at all. Sometimes the vehicle will not shift at all. There is a strange
burning smell after going up a hill. My electronic throttle control sensor is already on and there
is only miles on the vehicle. I purchased it in January and it's only may. I have the shifting
issues while driving. When it does shift it's a sharp jerk. It's a constant problem. I no longer
want the vehicle. When starting the vehicle, the contact noticed that the check engine indicator
illuminated. The vehicle was taken to greenbrier Dodge of chesapeake s military hwy,
chesapeake, va where it was diagnosed that the transmission failed. The manufacturer was not
notified. The failure mileage was 39, The VIN was not available. Consumer writes in regards to
transmission failure. The consumer stated the transmission failed. The doors would not lock
and the tires blew out, as there was no tread on them. Purchased new June ,. In July check
engine light came on- ac problem -it would blow hot air. The service dept reset the codes. This
problem still occurrs intermittently. Service returned the vehicle to me sept 10, Transmission
failed again sept 16, Taked back to service dept- they "relearned the transmission" returned it to
me sept 18, Transmission failed again sept 23, As of October 1, , service department still has the
vehicle. All 3 times the transmission failed we narrowed avioded a severe crash. This is very
dangerous and I had my children I nthe vehicle with me. I am researching the lemon laws in my
state but the dealer is not being cooperative about the lemon law status. The dealer has given
me a vehicle to drive while mine is in the service dept. The contact owns a Dodge Journey.
While driving at an unknown speed, the check engine light illuminated. The contact mentioned
that the failure recurred several times. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where it was
diagnosed that the transmission failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired, but
the failure recurred. The vehicle was taken back to the dealer four times; however, the failure
persisted. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 50,
Transmission shifts with a clunk between second and third gear. Dealer installed a program
update that solved the problem temporarily. Dodge forum suggests this problem is not
uncommon. I am concerned about safety issues as well as transmission failure after the
warranty period. Car Problems. Transmission Failure problem of the Dodge Journey 1.
Transmission Failure problem of the Dodge Journey 2. Transmission Failure problem of the
Dodge Journey 3. Transmission Failure problem of the Dodge Journey 4. Transmission Failure
problem of the Dodge Journey 5. Transmission Failure problem of the Dodge Journey 6.
Transmission Failure problem of the Dodge Journey 7. Transmission Failure problem of the
Dodge Journey 8. Transmission Failure problem of the Dodge Journey 9. Power Train problems.
Transfer Case problems. Automatic Transmission Control Module problems. Transmission
Noise problems. Vehicle Shudder problems. Automatic Transmission problems. Transmission
Fluid Leaking problems. Driveshaft problems. Noises During Shifting problems. Despite a
design that is showing its age and features that are increasingly outdated, it undercuts the

pricing of its competitors by thousands. Despite the Journey's sloppy driving dynamics,
sluggish powertrain, and lack of driver-assistance technologies , the fact that it has a
configurable cabin and a user-friendly infotainment system should appeal to price-conscious
buyers. Dodge cuts down the number of available trims on the Journey from three to just two
for the SE Value and the Crossroad. The other notable cuts are the absence of all-wheel drive
and the optional V-6 engine that were paired to a six-speed automatic transmission. The only
powertrain available is now the antiquated hp 2. Buyers can look forward to the addition of
standard rear park assist to all models as well as a standard sunroof for the Crossroad trim
level. Dodge also streamlines the option-picking process with the introduction of the Popular
Equipment Group which bundles many features together, depending on trim level. In the SE
Value trim, the package gives you a six-way power-adjustable driver's seat, Uconnect with Voice
Command and Bluetooth, SiriusXM satellite radio, three-zone climate control, security alarm,
and a leather-wrapped shift knob and steering wheel. The Crossroad's Popular Equipment
Group adds a universal garage door opener, remote start, heated front seats and steering
wheel, navigation, and a six-speaker sound system with a subwoofer. Dodge has announced
that the Journey will finally come to an end after the model year. With the absence of the V-6
and all-wheel drive for , the rental-fleet-inspired SE Value version is our pick from the Journey
lineup. With minimal options to choose from and minimal value added from the Popular
Equipment Group at this level, we'd skip everything and stick with the bare-bones Journey. The
Journey SE and Crossroad trims come with an underpowered four-cylinder engine that's best
avoidedâ€”except you can't, since the V-6 is no longer offered. The hp engine is woefully
underpowered and the four-speed automatic transmission that's reluctant to downshift further
dulls its real-world performance. There are not many three-row crossovers that are entertaining
to drive, so their ride and handling are graded on a curve. Even so, the Journey's ponderous
handling and unresponsive transmission leave it far from getting a good rating from us. It
wallows in corners with lots of body roll and imprecise steering. The benefit of this softness,
however, is a comfortable ride on the freeway. The four-cylinder engine has the worst EPA
ratings among competitors with similar powertrains, with 19 mpg in city driving and 25 mpg on
the highway. The Journey's interior is far from upscale, but its simple controls are user-friendly.
Getting anyone to fit in the third rowâ€”even childrenâ€”requires those in the second row to
compromise their legroom. Cheap-feeling bits such as a plasticky shifter and hollow-sounding
interior door-trim panels are especially egregious on the priciest version. Several luxury
features including a power-adjustable passenger seat, cooled seats, and heated rear seats are
notable in their absence from the options list. Practicality is one of the few areas where the
Journey shines: its interior is easily configurable and it has tons of cubby storage for odds and
ends, even if its total cargo capacity isn't as large as some competitors. In addition to the
expected compartments in and around the console, there's also a generously sized bin under
the front-passenger seat cushion, as well as two large underfloor compartments in the second
row. Although every model features an easy-to-use touchscreen, the system has fewer features
than many other Dodge products. Likewise, the larger screen is responsive, but we wish Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto capability were offered here. There's also only a single USB port up
frontâ€”not great for the device-happy spawn likely to inhabit the back seats. The Journey's
lackluster safety report card reveals that it's not the best choice when it comes to sheltering
your precious onboard cargo. Its crash-test results are not great, andâ€”what's worseâ€”it
offers none of the advanced driver-assistance technology that is expected in other family
haulers. The only available safety feature is rear parking sensors. Dodge's warranty coverage is
average, and Journey buyers won't enjoy complimentary scheduled maintenance. New Cars.
Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Eric Stafford and Mihir Maddireddy. More Model
Years. More on the Dodge Journey. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From
Dodge. This may go some way toward explaining the stagnant design and overall poor reliability
ratings for the Dodge Journey. According to Car and Driver , just about the only good thing to
be said about the Journey is that it is priced significantly lower than other vehicles in its class.
As a practical vehicle from point A to point B, it could be a cost-effective option if it was
sufficiently reliable. Need more assistance? Consumer satisfaction has consistently been at the
lowest level for every recorded year. When it comes to vehicle safety, the Dodge Journey once
again fell short. In addition, the IIHS found that both high and low beam headlights offered poor
peripheral visibility, and failed all 4 tests
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on curved roads. Child seat anchors received a marginal rating, with straps designed to be

shared, thereby limiting the number of child seats that can be safely installed in the vehicle.
Want to learn more about your vehicle? The Dodge Journey is priced significantly lower than
other 3-row SUVs on the market, and it can be hard for customers to say no to the low pricing
and late season discounts. However, while everyone likes a good deal, the overwhelming
majority of reviewers say you get what you pay for. The interior is equally unexceptional, with
the smallest amount of cargo space for this category, crowded third-row seating, and cheap,
outdated features. For drivers who enjoy the curves of the road, the Dodge Journey GT offers a
high-performance suspension for a firmer ride. The Dodge Journey was released with fewer
trims, and Dodge further removed the V6 engine and 4-wheeldrive options, leaving only the
poorly performing V4. Substandard reliability and safety Need more assistance?

